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• Introduction

• Science and reason has been abandoned. Forces are aligning to claim AGW by 
Greenhouse Gases as ‘settled science’. Some are convinced that the danger of a 
climate catastrophe is so great that not only is it reasonable to dispense with the 
scientific method, but with reason and decency as well. 

• I believe that the opposite is true; if the potential danger is so great then the 
scientific method must be adhered to even more rigorously. Only then will we 
have the knowledge to be able to follow the correct course of action.
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1) Climate Cycles





Atlantic multidecadal oscillation











C14 proxy for GCR Flux last 
1kyr Nusbaumer



Loehle 2007 Non-tree ring reconstruction last 2kyr



Ljungquist 2010 last 2kyr



Liu, 2011 China Temp reconstruction - and projection using the detected climate cycles



Bray / Hallstaddt
2,300 yr Climate 
Cycle revealed by 
C14 proxy data





Shaviv 2014 32Myr O18 proxy-determined climate cycle





2)Data Shows no CO2 Warming





All CO2 models predict a hot spot must develop over the tropics and both poles from greenhouse warming







Ocean Temperature changes first, then CO2 level changes



Only SW (Solar) 
radiation can 
penetrate and 
warm the oceans; 
LW radiation from 
CO2 (15 microns) 
cannot.



The CO2 
absorption bands 
are similar 
between 
Venus (96% CO2) 
Earth (0.04% CO2) 
and 
Mars (95% CO2) 
despite their vastly 
differing ‘GHG’ 
levels.
Showing that the 
absorption bands 
are already 
‘saturated’.



3) CO2



No correlation 
between ice core CO2 
and temperatures.
This means that 
either CO2 has no 
effect on 
temperatures, or the 
ice core CO2 levels 
are wrong.





Dr Idso



CSIRO – Donahue paper shows a greening Earth due to CO2 fertilization. 



4) Proxy CO2 – Ice Core and Stomata



Kouwenburg 2004 PhD thesis



Steinthorsdottir 2013

The Knundsen
diffusion effect.



5) Cosmoclimatology - Svensmark











Svensmark 2007 
experiment shows 
the possible 
development of 
aerosols from 
incident cosmic rays.





Kirkby 2002
GCR flux falls, 
causing fewer 
clouds and global 
warming





Excellent 
correlation 
between proxy 
CRF and proxy  
temperature.





Starbursts 
correlate with 
ice ages



Shaviv 2002.
Passages through 
spiral arms and 
starbursts correlate 
with proxy records 
of ice ages/ climate 
changes.



Shaviv 2004 Proxy Temp record (O18) reveals a 32my climate cycle.
This correlates with our solar system’s dolphin-like behavior. 



6)  OLR vs Temperature – OLR changes first



IRIS effect; Strong negative feedback in evidence



7)  Black Body curves – Truth and Fiction









8)  The Poles – Truth and Fiction



2022 Snow Cover = MASSIVE



NH Snow 
cover –
records kept 
by Rutgers 
University.
Minimums 
stable, 
Maximums 
vary slightly.





Greenland Temps –
normal climate cycles 
evident, no unusual 
melting.



Antarctic Temps – normal climate cycles evident, no melting, flat temperatures.



9)  Economic benefit to warming - up to 3c



Tol; 2009
Net economic benefit 
to warming up to 
2.2c from now.



10)  The Sun, TSI and short-term climate cycles



Ludecke 2013 Six European Cities Thermometer Data since 1757









Scafetta 2014



SSN last 2kyr Ludecke 2011



Usoskin 2007 Highest solar activity for 11,000 years



Solanki 2004 
Nature



Semi 2009 Inverted Scalar Orbital angular momentum of planets and sun 



Solar Cycles Combined Euan Means 2017



AR5 WG1 Relative 
Radiative Forcings
= Attribution



“Two Thousand top scientists worked on the IPCC’s reports”

The only scientists who matter at the IPCC are those in WG1. In AR5 there were only 255.

Most of even these few are not specialists in what really matters - attribution/climate sensitivity; there are just 18 of these.

Here are the 18 AR5 WG1 “students & scientists” who worked on attribution;

Kabumbwe Hansingo Rachid Sebbari

Suman Jain Krishna-Mirle Achutarao

Robert Vautard Peter Stott

Myles Allen Nathan Gillett

David Gutzler Nathaniel Bindoff

Gabriele Hegerl Yongyun Hu

Igor Mohkov James Overland

Judith Perlwitz Xuebin Zhang

Judit Bartholy Tetsuzo Yasunari

At least 3 of these were still students at the time.

Most of them were chosen because they are from 3rd world countries; (because of the political nature of the IPCC) 

they were not chosen because of their long expertise in climate science. 



IPCC AR5 TSI 
reconstructions 
since 1750 
shows little 
change. 



Herrera 2015 TSI reconstruction



Yndstad Proxy TSI 2017



Be10 Solar Flux 
proxy shows large 
increase in solar 
activity since 1700.



11)  Temperature adjustments & Hockey Sticks



IPCC TAR Mann’s Hockey Stick Reconstruction using Tree Ring Proxies



Tree rings vs other 
proxies variability 
by Ludecke 2011



From Tony Heller; 
Shows BOM data 
from Australia has 
been cherry-picked 
and adjusted 
before being sent 
to the GHCN global 
records network.







Changes to GISS 
temp data double or 
triple warming.







12)  Temperatures Oceans and Air



Gouretski 2012







Scotland Reconstructed Temps 1200-2010 Rydval 2017





Lowy Institute Poll - Australia



Two Papers – Two Different Proofs that there is no GHE

No GHE Proof 1) Through the measured equivalence of temps between planets (2020)

Measured temperature in the Venus atmosphere from VERA-2 and VEGA landers. 

At 49km, (1bar) they show a temperature of 339Kelvin - which is easily calculated from Earth; Tv=∜1.91 x Te

Tv=1.1756 x 288

Tv=339 Kelvin 

There is no GHE on Venus or on Earth. This formula collapses the 'GHE’ and shows it does not exist; 

Te = ∜0.523 x Tv 

Te = 0.85 x 339 

Te = 288 Kelvin 

The surface temperature on Earth is easily calculated - from Venus. The fourth-root of the TSI difference times the 
temperature in the Venus atmosphere at 1atm = Earth's temperature.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338393205_On_the_Apparent_Relationship_Between_Total_Solar_Irradiance_and_
the_Atmospheric_Temperature_at_1_Bar_on_Three_Terrestrial-type_Bodies

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338393205_On_the_Apparent_Relationship_Between_Total_Solar_Irradiance_and_the_Atmospheric_Temperature_at_1_Bar_on_Three_Terrestrial-type_Bodies
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338393205_On_the_Apparent_Relationship_Between_Total_Solar_Irradiance_and_the_Atmospheric_Temperature_at_1_Bar_on_Three_Terrestrial-type_Bodies


Two Papers – Two Different Proofs that there is no GHE

No GHE Proof 2) GHE is in a terminal conflict with the Ideal Gas Law (2018)

for a GHE to occur in a convecting atmosphere (one of >10kPa), a large anomalous change must happen in the density, pressure or both. 

No anomalous changes of this magnitude have been seen in any planetary atmospheres. 

This is not really a surprise, since anomalous changes are actually forbidden by the ideal gas law and its derivatives like the molar mass version, which treat all 
gases equally. To provide the proof in detail; 

Different concentrations of gases at the same or at different times can provide the same temperature or different temperatures; 

BUT – the same concentrations of gases cannot provide different temperatures at different times. The formula T = P M / R ρ forbids it.

This fact disproves the greenhouse gas hypothesis, as it is presented by the IPCC*. 

*Because there is said to exist a time delay to reach ‘equilibration’, due to the (ECS) climate sensitivity to CO2 being in the range of 1.5C - 4.5C. 

The IPCC reports state that if there was a sudden doubling in the atmospheric greenhouse gas CO2, the greenhouse effect from this would operate slowly, 
causing an eventual ~3c of warming over centuries to millennia. 

Therefore the claim is that the temperature would rise significantly over time, with the same prevailing atmospheric gas concentrations, and there would be no 
rapid equilibration, as the Ideal Gas Law demands. 

This represents a terminal conflict between the IPCC's greenhouse effect and the molar mass version of the ideal gas law via the formula T = P M / R ρ

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324599511_Thermal_Enhancement_on_Planetary_Bodies_and_the_Relevance_of_the_Molar_Mass_Version_of_the_Ideal_Gas_La
w_to_the_Null_Hypothesis_of_Climate_Change

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324599511_Thermal_Enhancement_on_Planetary_Bodies_and_the_Relevance_of_the_Molar_Mass_Version_of_the_Ideal_Gas_Law_to_the_Null_Hypothesis_of_Climate_Change
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324599511_Thermal_Enhancement_on_Planetary_Bodies_and_the_Relevance_of_the_Molar_Mass_Version_of_the_Ideal_Gas_Law_to_the_Null_Hypothesis_of_Climate_Change


END of PRESENTATION

Dr Robert Ian Holmes
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